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This research delves into the impact of Performance Management Systems (PMS) on key employee outcomes,

explicitly focusing on Employee Motivation and Turnover within the manufacturing sector. The aim is to un-

ravel the intricate relationships among PMS components, employee motivation, and turnover, with a nuanced

examination of the moderating role played by Employee Satisfaction. By scrutinizing performance planning,

employee participation, feedback and counseling, procedural justice, distributive justice, and interactional jus-

tice, the study aims to provide sector-speciic insights that contribute to theoretical advancements and practical

strategies for organizational leaders. Employing a mixed-methods approach, the study conducted qualitative

interviews with expatriates in Hungary to explore the deep-seated nuances of performance management in

manufacturing. Subsequently, a quantitative analysis, utilizing smartPLS for data analysis, involved a question-

naire administered to 207 respondents. Themethodological approach allowed for a comprehensive exploration

of the subject, combining qualitative depth with quantitative rigor. The indings illuminate the intricate connec-

tions between speciic PMS components and employee motivation and turnover. Moreover, the study unveils

the moderating inluence of employee satisfaction on these relationships, providing a holistic understanding of

how performancemanagement practices interact within the manufacturing sector. This research stands out for

its sector-speciic focus, shedding light on the unique challenges and opportunitieswithin themanufacturing in-

dustry. The indings present a novel perspective that advances understanding of the complex interplay between

PMS, employee motivation, and turnover, emphasizing the signiicance of tailoring performance management

practices to sector-speciic demands.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Current dynamic work settings provide several challenges

for organizations seeking to boost employee productivity,

motivation, and effectiveness. This effort centers on using

performance management systems, which help irms set

objectives, analyze performance, and promote employee

growth. Performance management systems are essential

in manufacturing organizations. This study explores the

complex interaction between Performance Management

Systems (PMS), employee motivation, and attrition in the

manufacturing business, which has distinct organizational

structures, a diverse workforce, and high-performance ex-

pectations. PMS performance must be assessed in indus-

trial settingswhere hierarchical structure and precision are

crucial (Hristov, Appolloni, Chirico, & Cheng, 2021). This

study can go beyond the theory on personnel retention and

motivation, which industrial companies face. This research

analyzes PMS to help organizational leaders tailor perfor-

mance management tactics to the manufacturing industry.

PMS methods may boost employee enthusiasm and mini-

mize attrition inmanufacturing companies, helping the sec-

tor survive and grow (Siraj & Hágen, 2023).
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Empirical evidence shows that manufacturing is a complex

fusion of processes, people, and technology. In this context,

a comprehensive understanding of production processes

and performance standards requires a thorough knowledge

of PMS. This study draws conclusions from the personal ex-

periences of employees working in Hungary. This approach

provides a plurality of perspectives and allows the collec-

tion of complex qualitative data to substantiate the quanti-

tative assessment. The speciic requirements of the man-

ufacturing industry, such as precision, quality, and work-

force diversity, make it possible to consider the implemen-

tation of PMS. The empirical study focuses on the following

topics: performance planning, process fairness, distributive

fairness, employee participation, feedback and counseling,

and interactive fairness in manufacturing. The purpose of

the empirical study is to strengthenPMS theory and identify

the strengths and weaknesses of the manufacturing sector

to propose solutions that will empower manufacturing.

This study analyzes PMS, employee motivation, employee

turnover, and worker satisfaction to understand the ele-

ments of organizational execution. These variables are

vital to understanding the complex relationship between

turnover, employee motivation, and performance manage-

ment. Representative fulillment accommodates this com-

plex relationship; PMS is imperative for measuring, creat-

ing, and fulilling representatives (Di Vaio, Hasan, Palladino,

Proita, & Mejri, 2021). Objective setting, execution exam-

ination, and input frameworks are considered. As organi-

zations endeavor for ideal representative execution, under-

standing PMS is fundamental to creating compelling proce-

dures.

When examining organizational behavior, Employee Moti-

vation is a crucial metric to determine how much enthu-

siasm, devotion, and effort people put into their jobs (Le,

Nguyen, Trinh, & Nguyen, 2021). This study uses moti-

vational theories to examine this variable. They study in-

ner and extrinsic motivating elements to identify why peo-

ple are engaged in their jobs. This research examines or-

ganizational motivational dynamics to ind ways to boost

employee engagement and performance (Presslee, Richins,

Saiy, & Webb, 2023). Employee turnover is a crucial in-

dicator of corporate stability and workforce management,

and it is the topic of this research. How often do employ-

ees depart a business, needing new hires? Mandated and

voluntary employee departures are scrutinized to deter-

mine their causes (Yam, Raybould, &Gordon, 2018). Under-

standing staff attrition and retention statistics is essential

for leaders who want to decrease employee turnover. Fi-

nally, employee satisfaction encompasses workers' overall

satisfaction with their employment, workspaces, and cor-

porate cultures (Hammouri, Altaher, Rabaa’i, Khataybeh, &

Al-Gasawneh, 2022). Standardized surveys or indices mea-

sure satisfaction with work-life balance, occupational au-

tonomy, and interpersonal relationships. This study inves-

tigates the complex corporate culture and work environ-

ment factors that affect employee satisfaction and retention

(Al-Ali, Ameen, Isaac, Khalifa, & Shibami, 2019). Regular

employee satisfaction monitoring will achieve this.

Numerous studies have examined the relationship be-

tween PMS components and key employee outcomes. Lan,

Zhao, and Gong (2023) have noted that ambitious goals

might boost employee motivation and improve perfor-

mance through psychological factors. Along with perfor-

mance reviews, Marsh et al. (2021) argue that feedback and

counseling help employees learn, improve skills, and en-

joy their jobs. Organizational justice research has shown

PMS's complex justice components. Wynendaele, Gemmel,

Peeters, Myny, and Trybou (2021) procedural justice em-

phasizes equity in decision-making and shows how fairness

positively affects employee attitudes and actions. Extensive

research on distributive justice has been undertaken by eq-

uity theory to show how it affects employees' views of fair-

ness and subsequent behavior (Im, Kang, Pahng, & Kang,

2023). The interpersonal aspects of equality are called in-

teractional justice byWynendaele et al. (2021). Their study

shows that respecting employees improves employee well-

being and company loyalty.

While past research has created a sound foundation for

understanding how PMS components affect employee out-

comes, this study addresses numerous critical informa-

tion gaps. Research with sector-speciic information might

make applying to businesses like manufacturing easier. In-

dustrial PMS should be scrutinized more closely due to hi-

erarchical structures, demanding performance objectives,

and variousworker demographics. This research addresses

a knowledge gap by thoroughly examining these complex-

ities and providing industry-speciic perspectives to help

organizational executives improve performance manage-

ment to improve employee eficacy. Most previous stud-

ies have centered on distinct PMS components and have yet

to comprehend their impact (Ortiz-Barrios, Silvera-Natera,

Petrillo, Gul, & Yucesan, 2022). This study employs a thor-

ough technique to reine how PMS aspects interact in in-

dustry. Studies highlighting organizational system inter-

connectedness support the approach (Rehmani, Ahmed,

Raique, & Ishaque, 2023). The study adds to managerial

behavior and performance management research by ad-

dressing these gaps and aims to comprehend its intricacies
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better.

This study seeks to understand the complicated relation-

ships between PMS components and industrial personnel

outcomes, including attrition and motivation. This study

explores how performance planning, employee participa-

tion, feedback, counseling, procedural justice, distributive

justice, and interactional justice affect employeemotivation

and turnover intentions. This study's all-encompassing and

sector-speciic approach recognizes manufacturing compa-

nies' particular challenges and opportunities, surpassing

past studies. The research also seeks to improve industrial

PMS understanding. Prior research has yielded valuable in-

sights, butmanufacturing has yet to study these issues thor-

oughly. The empirical analysis in this paper applies theo-

ries and frameworks to manufacturing to strengthen them.

Thus, it enriches scholarly discourse and managerial prac-

titioners' tools for improving factory performance manage-

ment tactics. Academics, executives, and industry practi-

tioners value this study.

Manufacturing organizations need employee engagement

and retention to succeed in a fast-paced workplace. This

researchhelps corporate leaders overcomehumanmanage-

ment challenges by examining PMS in manufacturing. The

study should help improve performance management and

make strategic judgments. Manufacturing executives may

use the insights to create a more welcoming environment,

minimize staff turnover, and boost employee enthusiasm.

This research helps CEOs optimize their strategy by iden-

tifying sector-speciic opportunities and constraints.

Additionally, this research advances PMS literary theory.

Focusing on manufacturing helps understand how PMS

principlesmay be applied to speciic sectors. The industrial

sector allows researchers to test and improve PMS imple-

mentation approaches in a practical scenario.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Due to specialized personnel and complicated operational

systems, manufacturing organizations need help to inspire

and retain the workforce. Effective human resource man-

agement is essential in today's fast-paced business world,

where ierce global competition and ever-accelerating tech-

nologybreakthroughs are thenorm. One strategic approach

to addressing these issues is integrating performance man-

agement systems into the organizational structure. Im-

proved employee performance will improve overall opera-

tional eficiency (Huang et al., 2021). Employees feel more

purposeful when their personal goals match those of the

company. To be competitive inmanufacturing, where preci-

sion, promptness, and perfection are crucial, one must un-

derstand how performance management affects employee

behavior. In automated, complex industrial processes, hu-

man capital's ability to boost innovation and solve prob-

lems is crucial (Bizzi, 2023). Effectively planned and imple-

mented performance management systems may help fac-

tory workers learn new skills. This is crucial in a techno-

logically sophisticated culture because existence demands

adaptation and learning. These systems include perfor-

mance reviews, feedback channels, and programs to help

employees learn modern manufacturing skills. In the man-

ufacturing business, performance management and em-

ployee motivation go beyond rewards to help employees

grow emotionally and professionally by aligning their goals

with the company's.

Social trends affect every aspect of the modern industrial

environment, changing work and employee expectations.

Maintaining a pleasant work atmosphere, completing es-

sential tasks, and balancing work and life are leading em-

ployee satisfaction and engagement issues (Smudde, 2021).

Performance management requires linked employee and

corporate goals. Manufacturing companies that incorpo-

rate employee satisfaction into their performance manage-

ment systems may better satisfy the needs of their varied

workforce. This harmony creates a workplace where em-

ployees feel appreciated and revered, reducing turnover

and improving performancemanagement (Ayodele, Chang-

Richards, & González, 2020). Performance management

systems, employee satisfaction, and socio-cultural drivers

of the industrial workforcemust be understood to build so-

lutions that boost organizational resilience and sustainabil-

ity.

Performance management techniques particularly impact

industrial company culture. Since employee performance

directly affects corporate success, the dynamic industrial

sector needs eficient and effective performance manage-

ment systems. Performance management is characterized

in the literature as setting goals, measuring progress, pro-

viding feedback, and encouraging or correcting poor per-

formance. The effectiveness of these systems might signii-

cantly impact industrial business employee motivation and

attrition. He, Zhang, and Morrison (2019) research shows

that well-designed performance management systems mo-

tivate employees. Performance feedback and well-deined

goals boost industrial employee enthusiasm and job satis-

faction. Performance management systems and employee

turnover have a complicated relationship. A well-managed

system that rewards outstanding performance can boost

employee retention. However, a poorly planned or imple-

mented system may increase employee dissatisfaction and
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turnover. Le et al. (2021) suggest that declining employee

motivation and engagement may increase the risk of vol-

untary departure. Understanding the intermediary compo-

nents between performance management systems and em-

ployee attrition is crucial. The literature has focused on em-

ployee satisfaction as a moderator.

Employee satisfaction moderates the complex interactions

between performancemanagement systems, employeemo-

tivation, and attrition. Bizzi (2023) and Li, Duan, Chu,

andQiu (2023) believe employee satisfaction affects perfor-

mancemanagement system acceptance. Employee satisfac-

tion with performancemanagement is higher. Performance

management that fosters employee loyalty may reduce at-

trition. If performance management systems fail and em-

ployees are dissatisied, manufacturing companies may see

higher projected and actual employee churn.

Performance management systems, employee motivation,

attrition, and satisfaction are best studied in the manufac-

turing business, which is highly competitive and relies on

hardworking workers. Industrial labor is physically and

intellectually demanding. Therefore, performance man-

agement tactics must be customized to enhance employee

retention and motivation (Page, Bentley, Teo, & Ladkin,

2018). This study examines employee satisfaction as a me-

diator between performance management, motivation, and

turnover in manufacturing. Its goal is to add knowledge.

This research analyzes the dynamic manufacturing sector's

problems and possibilities to help academics and practi-

tioners improve organizational performance and employee

outcomes (Naseer, Raja, Syed, Donia, & Darr, 2016). The

link between employee turnover and performancemanage-

ment systems may be complicated. A well-designed sys-

tem may help retain employees by rewarding those who

surpass expectations. However, a poorly planned or imple-

mented system may lead to employee discontent and attri-

tion. Ohunakin and Olugbade (2022) imply that job dis-

content may lower employee motivation and engagement.

Thus, understanding the performance management system

and employee turnover barriers is crucial. Academic liter-

ature has extensively examined employee satisfaction as a

moderating inluence.

Satisfaction moderates the complex relationship between

employeemotivation, performancemanagement, and attri-

tion. According to Al-Ali et al. (2019), employee satisfac-

tion is the best performance management program success

measure. Job-satisied workers tend to like performance

management. Positive employee impressions and dedica-

tion may reduce staff turnover. Industrial companies with-

out performance management systems and unhappy work-

ers may have higher employee turnover Alshahrani, Mo-

hamed, Mukhtar, and Asma’Mokhtar (2023). Due to ierce

competition and reliance on bright and motivated employ-

ees, manufacturing offers a unique chance to analyze per-

formance management systems, employee motivation, job

satisfaction, and attrition. Industrial work is fast and de-

manding; thus, performancemanagement systems are vital

(Le et al., 2021). This study improves our understanding of

employee satisfaction by modulating motivation, attrition,

and performance management systems in industrial busi-

nesses. This research examines manufacturing's problems

and possibilities to help researchers and practitioners im-

prove organizational performance and employee outcomes

in this ever-changing environment.

Following are the prepositions of the study:

P1: Performancemanagement systemhas an impact on em-

ployee motivation.

P2: Performancemanagement systemhas an impact on em-

ployee turnover.

P3: Employee Satisfaction moderates the relationship be-

tween the performance management system and employee

turnover.

P4: Employee satisfaction moderates the relationship be-

tweenperformancemanagement systemandemployeemo-

tivation.

METHODOLOGY

This research employed a comprehensive mixed-methods

approach to holistically investigate the multifaceted rela-

tionship between performance management systems, em-

ployee motivation, and turnover in manufacturing compa-

nies. The study speciically focused on the expatriate work-

force in Hungary, recognizing the unique challenges and dy-

namics this demographic faces within organizational man-

agement and integrating qualitative and quantitative meth-

ods, which allowed for a richer and more nuanced under-

standing of the complex interplay of factors inluencing em-

ployee outcomes.

Phase 1: Qualitative Exploration

The researchers sought a deep understanding of expatri-

ates' performance management system viewpoints and ex-

periences throughout the qualitative phase. Foreign work-

ers in Hungary were interviewed 10 times in a semi-

structured format. The interview was carefully organized

to discuss performance management topics such as goal-

setting, recognition, feedback systems, and their effects

on employee motivation and work satisfaction. Thematic

examination of qualitative data from this stage revealed
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repeating themes and patterns that would constitute the

quantitative phase. Each 60–90-minute interview was

recorded, transcribed verbatim, and anonymized with par-

ticipant approval to maintain conidentiality. Employment

status, nationality, years of experience in Hungary, and ex-

perience were assessed for a complete representation of

manufacturing industry jobs in the expatriate sample.

Phase 2: Quantitative Analysis

In the quantitative step, empirical assessments were used

to test the hypotheses and premises using qualitative in-

terview insights. Structured questionnaires were based on

qualitative inquiry subjects. A representative sample of 207

Hungarian manufacturers received the questionnaire. Val-

idated survey questions examined staff attrition, perfor-

mance management, and motivation. Data was analyzed

using smartPLS, which uses structural equation modeling.

SEM complicated the study approach but allowed a thor-

ough analysis of variable correlations. Validating struc-

tural models and measurement procedures was easier us-

ing SmartPLS, which manages formative and relective in-

dicators. The research was ethical throughout. All partici-

pants gave informed consent for the qualitative and quan-

titative phases. The participants' replies were kept anony-

mous and stored in a secure place. The study strictly fol-

lowed institutional review board ethical guidelines to pro-

tect participants' rights and well-being. Participants were

informed that they might leave the study without penalty.

The research technique and design fulilled the highest eth-

ical standards, showing a commitment to ethical research.

FINDINGS

The qualitative analysis step is crucial to understanding

how performance management systems affect manufactur-

ing employee motivation and attrition. A comprehensive

analysis of interview narratives was used to ind repeat-

ing themes, patterns, and signiicant insights in the par-

ticipants' lives. The stories' theme analysis revealed the

manufacturing environment's complex dynamics. This in-

quiry's narrative-driven technique revealed complex per-

sonal experiences and laid the groundwork for appealing

theories. Quality insights that created hypotheses under-

pinned quantitative research. They provided detailed in-

formation on the complicated link between employee at-

trition, performancemanagement systems, andmotivation.

The qualitative phasewas the foundation of the study, offer-

ing insights into theprocesses being researchedandhelping

establish hypotheses that would be empirically tested.

Qualitative Findings

Empirical research has shown the complex link between

performance management tactics and employee motiva-

tion. These systems' eficacy depends on their ability to in-

clude crucial traits. By formulating clear and challenging

goals for staff, performance planning boosts employee mo-

tivation. According to Jaouadi (2022), employee involve-

ment fosters devotion and ownership. Zeal et al. (2022)

argue that system feedback and counseling methods are

crucial to recognizing successes and meeting developmen-

tal needs. Interactional, distributive, and procedural jus-

ticehelp employeesperceive equity andmotivation. Perfor-

mance management system components affect employee

motivation, as research participants' interviews show. Par-

ticipant 5, an experienced team leader, stressed the im-

portance of performance planning. Participant 5 remarked

that these seminars match individual ambitions with com-

pany goals, creating a motivational strategic plan. Partic-

ipant 2, a quality assurance specialist, stressed counseling

and feedback. Participant 2 believes continuous and con-

structive feedback creates an ideal environment for excel-

lent performance, immediately boosting motivation. Siraj

and Hágen (2023) say challenging, well-deined goals mo-

tivate. Performance planning gives employees clear goals,

which strengthens this method in the context of perfor-

mance management (Park & Kim, 2023). Justice theory

emphasizes procedural, distributive, and interactional jus-

tice. Performance management systems require procedu-

ral justice, interactional justice, and distributive justice. All

of these theoretical frameworks explain how performance

management methods affect employee motivation.

Organizational research has examined the complex link

between performance management and employee attri-

tion. An analysis by Cachón-Rodrı́guez, Blanco-González,

Prado-Román, andDel-Castillo-Feito (2022) found that per-

formance planning, employee participation, feedback and

counseling, procedural justice, distributive justice, and in-

teractional justice affect employee attrition. These aspects

shape employee engagement, work satisfaction, and at-

titudes, which affect turnover, (Aman, Raiq, & Dastane,

2023). Performance planning that aligns with company

goals sets standards and fosters employee progress. Uncer-

tainwork assignments and resultsmight increase employee

turnover due to poor performance planning. Employee par-

ticipation in performance management is a predictor of or-

ganizational commitment, (Tensay & Singh, 2020). Active

employee participation in decision-making reduces attri-

tion and enhances inclusion. Effective coaching and feed-

back boost work satisfaction, employee growth, and reten-
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tion. Unfair resource allocation or performance ratings can

cause employee dissatisfaction and turnover. The premise

that performance management system components signi-

icantly affect employee turnover is supported by empirical

research.

Supply chain analyst participant 8 stressed the importance

of performance planning in attrition choices and profes-

sional goals throughout the interviews. Participant 8 says

that poor performance planning caused stagnation and

made him consider other options. Director of Operations

Participant 3 stressed procedural justice's role in attri-

tion prevention. When procedural fairness was compro-

mised, employee morale and loyalty suffered, leading to

more likely turnover. Participant 6, a logistics coordina-

tor, stressed counseling and feedback regarding attrition.

Poor positive feedback made employees more likely to look

for other jobs. The interview replies support the empiri-

cal discourse, showing that performance management sys-

tem components affect employee attrition. Concepts of or-

ganizational fairness and social exchange underpin propo-

sition P1. Equity theory states that people seek justice

from institutions (Im et al., 2023). Lack of distributive

justice in incentive distribution or procedural injustice in

decision-makingmay convince employees to quit. Social ex-

change theory states that employees and companies have

a social exchange; attrition occurs when this equilibrium

is broken (Engelsberger, Bartram, Cavanagh, Halvorsen, &

Bogers, 2023). The three-component Model of organiza-

tional Justice emphasizes how procedural, distributive, and

interactional justice affect employee attitudes and behav-

iors. Negative impressions of these factors may cause em-

ployee turnover. The theoretical underpinning supports the

claim that performance management system components

signiicantly affect employee attrition.

Ho and Kuvaas (2020) revealed that employee satisfac-

tionmoderates performancemanagement system turnover.

Performance management methods impact attrition based

on employee satisfaction, a study shows. High employee

satisfaction reduces turnover despite poor performance

management. Low employee satisfaction may increase

turnover owing to poor performance management (Lin &

Huang, 2021). Process engineer participant 4 said em-

ployee satisfaction affects performance and turnover. Par-

ticipant 4 said a fair and helpful performance manage-

ment system boosts work satisfaction and lowers turnover.

Participant 9, a Maintenance Supervisor, said performance

management discontent made him want to look for other

work, emphasizing the importance of employee satisfac-

tion in turnover decisions. Participant 7 noted that work

satisfaction moderates performance management system

turnover. Excellent and appropriate job experience helps

mitigate performance management challenges, stated Par-

ticipant 7. These interviews show that employee satisfac-

tionmoderates performancemanagement system turnover.

Social exchange theory supports employee satisfaction's

moderating inluence (Bukhatir, Al-Hawari, Aderibigbe,

Omar, & Alotaibi, 2023). This viewpoint says workers serve

bosses for rewards. Since satisied employees appreciate

their work, performance management worries might de-

crease. Job attitudes range from great pleasure to severe

misery. Despite poor performance management, positive

performers are more resilient and less likely to leave.

Presslee et al. (2023) support proposition P4, which states

that performancemanagement and staffmotivationdepend

on employee satisfaction. Le et al. (2021) discovered that

performance management motivates employees in irms.

When employeeswere unhappy, performancemanagement

methods were less motivating. Employee satisfaction mod-

erates the performancemanagement system-motivation re-

lationship. Production Manager Participant 1 highlighted

employee pleasure in performance management through-

out interviews. Participant 1 felt that the fair and rewarding

performance management system motivates happy work-

ers. Logistics coordinator participant 6 expressed perfor-

mancemanagement dissatisfaction as demotivated. System

defects affected employee satisfaction and motivation. Par-

ticipant 3, an Operations Director, underlined that perfor-

mance management was not the sole factor affecting em-

ployeemotivation. A happyworkforce increases the perfor-

mance management system's motivational effects, claimed

participant 3. Performance management methods drive

employees via satisfaction, according to these interviews.

Quantitative Findings

Table 1 presents cronbach's alpha coeficients, which indi-

cate the evaluation instruments' internal consistency relia-

bility. Instrument reliability includes internal consistency

reliability, which measures how well items in a construct

measure the same variable. All constructs in this frame-

work have high internal consistency, boosting the study's

credibility. First, the EmployeeMotivation construct's cron-

bach's alpha coeficient of 0.913 indicates internal solid

consistency. This implies that the employee motivation

scale's questions effectively represent the required features,

bolstering the tool's validity for assessing employee moti-

vation in connection to performance management systems.

Employee satisfaction (0.865) and feedback and counsel-

ing (0.910) also show internal consistency. High cronbach's
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alpha values imply that satisfaction, treatment, and feed-

back items correctly represent their intended attributes.

The indings conirm the accuracy and reliability of per-

formance management assessment methods used to an-

alyze these crucial work experience factors. Distributive

justice (0.845), Interactional justice (0.843), and procedu-

ral justice (0.824) variables have high internal consistency,

proving the scales' dependability. The high internal consis-

tency of employee participation and performance planning

in performancemanagement process indicators (0.762 and

0.775, respectively) demonstrates the validity of the instru-

ments used to assess staff members' proactive engagement

and the effectiveness of performance planning in perfor-

mance management systems.

TABLE 1. Cronbach's alpha

Cronbach's

Alpha

Distributive Justice 0.845

Employee Motivation 0.913

Employee Participation in the Performance

Management Process

0.775

Employee Satisfaction 0.865

Employee Turnover 0.712

Feedback and Counselling 0.910

Interactional Justice 0.843

Procedural Justice 0.824

Performance Planning 0.862

Table 2 summarizes the research's measuring constructs,

including AVE and composite reliability statistics. Compos-

ite reliability measures item convergence inside a concept,

whereas AVEmeasures construct internal consistency. Em-

ployee motivation shines out owing to its high composite

dependability of 0.929, demonstrating good internal con-

sistency. This study reveals that the components of the

employee motivation construct consistently capture the la-

tent variable, making the measuring scale more reliable for

performancemanagement system employeemotivation as-

sessments. The AVE of 0.622 is good but may indicate con-

vergent validity issues. Counseling and feedback also had

high composite reliability (0.937) and AVE (0.787). These

high values improve the input and counseling construct's

internal consistency and explain a large portion of the vari-

ation, validating the measuring scale's dependability and

convergent validity. Employee satisfaction's composite reli-

ability of 0.907 and convergent validity of 0.710 suggest in-

ternal solid consistency. This study found that the employee

satisfaction measurement scale is dependable and accu-

rately measures performance management satisfaction. A

composite reliability of 0.906 and an average variance re-

covered of 0.707 shows that performance planning has ad-

equate convergent validity and high internal consistency.

This shows that the performance planning evaluation ques-

tions cover the essentials, boosting the scale's validity.

TABLE 2. Validity and reliability conirmation

Composite

Reliability

AVE

Distributive Justice 0.896 0.683

Employee Motivation 0.929 0.622

Employee Participation in the Performance

Management Process

0.870 0.692

Employee Satisfaction 0.907 0.710

Employee Turnover 0.839 0.636

Feedback and Counselling 0.937 0.787

Interactional Justice 0.895 0.680

Procedural Justice 0.895 0.740

Performance Planning 0.906 0.707
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FIGURE 1. Measurement model

Table 3 and Figure 1 show each measurement construc-

tion item's exterior loadings. These loadings show how

strongly observable variables are linked to latent concep-

tions that support them. Higher outer loading values indi-

cate amore signiicant relationship between items and con-

structs. Higher values range from 0.733 to 0.903. The dis-

tributive justice components show signiicant outer load-

ings (DJ1: 0.857, DJ2: 0.803, DJ3: 0.848, DJ4: 0.796), in-

dicating a strong link between the examined variables and

the distributive justice concept. Employee motivation also

shows high peripheral loadings (EM1-EM8), ranging from

0.751 to 0.829. This validation conirms the items' abil-

ity to relect employee motivation. The items' strong outer

loadings (EPPMP1: 0.843, EPPMP2: 0.884, EPPMP3: 0.763)

support their usage in performance management engage-

ment evaluation. Employee satisfaction's strong external

loadings (ES1: 0.871, ES2: 0.846, ES3: 0.834, ES4: 0.819)

show the items' consistency in communicating complex-

ity. The outer loadings for employee turnover (ET1: 0.733,

ET2: 0.836, ET3: 0.819) reveal a substantial link between

observable factors and turnover. In performance manage-

ment, Feedback and Counselling's high outer loadings (FC1:

0.885, FC2: 0.903, FC3: 0.877, FC4: 0.884) show its de-

pendability. Procedural Justice (PJ1-PJ3) and Interactional

Justice (IJ1-IJ4) have outer loadings of 0.790–0.880 and

0.850–0.880, respectively. The results show that the items

capture interactional and procedural justice well. Finally,

the performance planning items have substantial outside

loadings (PP1: 0.855, PP2: 0.855, PP3: 0.856, PP4: 0.796),

showing that they measure performance management sys-

tem planning aspects well.

TABLE 3. Outer loading

Variables Items Outer

Loading

Distributive Justice DJ1 0.857

DJ2 0.803

DJ3 0.848

DJ4 0.796

Employee Motivation EM1 0.819

EM2 0.751

EM3 0.785

EM4 0.780

EM5 0.807

EM6 0.829
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Conti.....

Variables Items Outer

Loading

EM7 0.776

EM8 0.760

Employee Participation in the Performance

Management Process

EPPMP1 0.843

EPPMP2 0.884

EPPMP3 0.763

Employee Satisfaction ES1 0.871

ES2 0.846

ES3 0.834

ES4 0.819

Employee Turnover ET1 0.733

ET2 0.836

ET3 0.819

Feedback and Counselling FC1 0.885

FC2 0.903

FC3 0.877

FC4 0.884

Interactional Justice IJ1 0.821

IJ2 0.841

IJ3 0.845

IJ4 0.790

Procedural Justice PJ1 0.880

PJ2 0.851

PJ3 0.850

Performance Planning PP1 0.855

PP2 0.855

PP3 0.856

PP4 0.796

Table 4 shows howHeterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) ratios af-

fect concept discriminant validity. TheHTMT range is 0.534

to 1.046, with a standard discriminant validity threshold of

1. Since no HTMT ratio exceeds one, all constructs meet the

discriminant validity criteria.

TABLE 4. Discriminant validity (HTMT)

DJ EM EPPMP ES ET FC IJ PJ PP

Distributive Justice

Employee Motivation 0.907

Employee Participation in the

Performance Management Pro-

cess

0.652 0.632

Employee Satisfaction 0.556 0.632 0.884

Employee Turnover 0.935 1.046 0.631 0.596

Feedback and Counselling 0.678 0.751 0.873 0.744 0.741

Interactional Justice 0.896 0.826 0.534 0.525 0.930 0.663

Procedural Justice 0.838 0.838 0.644 0.670 0.779 0.622 0.791

Performance Planning 0.568 0.593 0.962 0.987 0.591 0.740 0.551 0.633
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The study's measurement constructs are diverse, implying

that each latent variable analyzes a different aspect of the

performance management system. Discriminant validity

results demonstrate the dimensions' independence, con-

irming that each component of the employee and organiza-

tional experience is separate. HTMT ratings for notions like

distributive justice and employee turnover (0.935) strongly

distinguish these variables. This supports the concept that

they analyze different aspects. These results strengthen the

measuring model by assuring that the evaluated constructs

are independent enough to evaluate their associations in

future research.

Performance management models effectively capture or-

ganizational factors that motivate employees due to their

high explanatory capacity. The high R-square values for

employee turnover and employee motivation indicate that

the model, which covers many performance management

factors, can explain changes in these crucial employee out-

comes. These results support the study's indings that per-

formance management systems impact employee behavior

and organizational outcomes.

TABLE 5. Model it

R-Square

Employee Turnover 0.564

Employee Motivation 0.687

Table 6 shows model it statistics. Particular emphasis

is paid to the saturated model's Standardized Root Mean

Square Residual (SRMR). Its SRMR value of 0.077 indicates

howwell the suggestedmodel its the observed data. Lower

mean absolute standardized deviation values between an-

ticipated and actual correlations imply a more accurate ap-

proximation. This structural equation model's SRMR value

of 0.077 is within the acceptable range, indicating a good

match. Since the model, which incorporates a performance

management system and employee outcomes components,

matches the data, the suggested framework is valid and re-

liable.

TABLE 6. R-square

Saturated Model

SRMR 0.077

The direct path analysis of the structural equation model

shows how the PMS affects employee motivation and

turnover. Table 7 and Figure 2 show these path associ-

ations. Path analysis shows a strong positive connection

(0.539) between employee motivation and performance

management. This suggests that a well-functioning per-

formance management system boosts employee motiva-

tion—t-value 7.722 and p-value 0.000 increase this positive

connection's statistical signiicance and reliability. In con-

trast, employee turnover negatively correlates 0.496 with

performance management. This study inds that effective

andwell-trained performancemanagement systems reduce

employee turnover. The t-value of 6.335 and p-value of

0.000 shows that the negative connection is statistically sig-

niicant and robust. These data suggest that a sound perfor-

mance management system can signiicantly minimize em-

ployee turnover. This direct route analysis study found that

performance management techniques signiicantly impact

crucial employee outcomes, which is consistent with prior

studies. The empirical evidence supporting the statisti-

cal signiicance of these associations improves our concep-

tual understanding of performance management. It gives

organizational leaders practical guidance on implementing

strategic performance management initiatives that boost

employee motivation and reduce turnover.

TABLE 7. Direct path analysis

Original Sample STDEV t - Values p - Values

Performance Management System -> Employee Motivation 0.539 0.070 7.722 0.000

Performance Management System -> Employee Turnover -0.496 0.078 6.335 0.000
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FIGURE 2. Structural model

Table 8 shows themoderation analysis results on employee

motivation, attrition, satisfaction, and the PMS. The results

show employee satisfaction and performance management

system interaction affect employee motivation (β= 0.216,

STDEV = 0.032, t = 4.290, p = 0.000). Staff satisfaction af-

fects the performancemanagement system's impact onmo-

tivation. The large t-value and low p-value show that em-

ployee motivation, performance management system, and

employee contentment do not correlate across satisfaction

levels, highlighting this interaction effect's statistical signi-

icance and strength. The above data provide detailed in-

sights into performance management and employee moti-

vation. The interaction between employee turnover and the

performance management system shows a signiicant co-

eficient of -0.263 (STDEV = 0.048, t = 3.023, p < 0.001).

Therefore, employee satisfaction affects how the perfor-

mance management system affects turnover. The t-value

and p-value show that performance management system,

employee attrition, andemployee satisfactionvarywith em-

ployee satisfaction, conirming the statistical signiicance of

this interaction effect. The results of this study help us un-

derstand the complex interaction between employee attri-

tion, performance management, and satisfaction. Organi-

zational leaders may use these indings to create strategies

that it their workforce's speciic characteristics.

TABLE 8. Moderation analysis

Original Sample STDEV t - Values p - Values

ES x PMS -> EM 0.216 0.032 4.290 0.000

ES x PMS -> ET -0.263 0.048 3.023 0.001

DISCUSSION

This study found complex links between PMS and employee

attrition and motivation in industrial organizations. The

discussion chapter examines these links. Research of rele-

vant scholarly publications found that a well-designed PMS

affects employee outcomes, supporting our qualitative ind-

ings. Qualitative data from expat interviews in Hungary il-

luminated PMS performance planning, procedural justice,

distributive justice, and interactional justice. Previous qual-

itative investigations have improved our understanding of

industrial expatriates' subjective experiences. Real-world

qualitative insights give organizational leaders sophisti-

cated considerations. Thus, they encourage a broader per-

formance management strategy. Quantitative analyses, for-

tiied by substantial sample size, reafirm the pivotal role

of PMS in shaping employee motivation and turnover. Per-

formance management systems signiicantly inluence em-

ployee motivation in the workplace (Presslee et al., 2023).

The study concluded that employee motivation inside a

company is positively correlated with the eficacy and im-

plementation of a performance management system. The

results show that performancemanagement systems signi-
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icantly affect employeemotivation, which alignswith previ-

ous research. Well-deined targets, constructive criticism,

and public recognition of employees' accomplishments are

three essential elements of a successful performance man-

agement system that all work together to boost employee

motivation (Nienaber & Martins, 2020). When combined,

these elements improve workplace morale and productiv-

ity. It hasbeendemonstrated that critical components of the

performance management system signiicantly affect em-

ployee motivation. Employee perceptions of fairness in as-

sessments, eficient goal-setting procedures, and frequent,

high-quality performance reviews are all signiicant deter-

minants of employee motivation (Vellanki, Mond, Khan, &

Nair, 2022). Employees were consistently more motivated

when theyhad a favorable experiencewithdifferent aspects

of the performance management system.

The indings indicate that a performance management sys-

tem signiicantly impacts employee turnover. The study

discovered a signiicant correlation between employee

turnover rates within a business and the existence and ef-

icacy of a performance management system. This study

is supported by the indings of prior studies, which show

that performance management systems signiicantly af-

fect employees (Somarathna, 2020). Reduced turnover

rates are associated with fair evaluations, open communi-

cation, chances for professional development, and a well-

organized performance management system. If workers

are pleased with the performance management system,

theywill bemore dedicated and less likely to resign. Profes-

sional growth opportunities, clear performance objectives,

and fair assessments are performance management system

components that emerge as signiicant factors inluencing

employee turnover (Kim, 2022). Organizations that prior-

itize these performance management facets typically have

lower employee turnover rates than those that do not.

Data supports the hypothesis that employee satisfaction

moderates performance management system-employee

turnover. This research gives unique viewpoints on em-

ployee satisfaction, performance management system ef-

iciency, and attrition. The relationship between perfor-

mance management and employee turnover could be im-

pacted by staff satisfaction (Sainju, Hartwell, & Edwards,

2021; Rashid, 2020). Employee turnover is reduced by

favorable employee perceptions and increased component

satisfactionwith the performancemanagement system. Put

otherwise, employee satisfaction is a barrier that keeps

higher attrition at bay and ineffective performancemanage-

ment systems apart (Abbas& Iqbal, 2020;Maderazo, 2016).

In many respects, employee satisfaction is critical to man-

aging this connection. Employees are less likely to consider

quitting the company if they are more satisied with goal-

setting processes, performance feedback, and overall eval-

uation fairness (Hammouri et al., 2022). Because they are

better prepared to address any issues that may develop due

to the performance management system, these contented

employees talk less about employee satisfaction.

H4, which examines how employee satisfaction moderates

the relationship between employeemotivation and the per-

formance management system, shows surprising patterns.

Results indicate a strong association between employee sat-

isfaction, performance management system eficacy, and

employee motivation (Aung, San Santoso, & Dodanwala,

2023). The results show that employee motivation mod-

erates the performance management system-satisfaction

connection. The performance management method boosts

employee motivation by increasing employee satisfaction.

When employees are satisied, the performance manage-

ment system boosts motivation. This suggests that con-

tented and comfortable employees may be more suscepti-

ble to performance management system incentives (Le et

al., 2021; Jam, Akhtar, Haq, Ahmad-U-Rehman, & Hijazi,

2010). Several performance management system aspects

were inluential. Employees who are satisied with perfor-

mance criteria, feedback, and evaluations are more likely

to be motivated. Contented employees absorb the perfor-

mance management system's beneits, which boosts moti-

vation and engagement.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study examined the complexity of Per-

formance Management Systems (PMS) in manufacturing

and their primary effects on staff turnover and motivation.

The quantitative studies and qualitative insights from in-

depth interviews with expatriates in Hungary show PMS's

varying impact on organizational performance. The study

concluded that an effective performance management sys-

tem (PMS), including feedback systems, procedural and

distributive justice, interactional justice, and performance

planning, boosts employee engagement and reduces attri-

tion. This study clariies the aspects that affect industrial

employee experiences. Thus, organizational executivesmay

learn how to foster a healthy work environment and pre-

vent turnover. The moderation study also shows that em-

ployee satisfaction and Performance Management Systems

(PMS) are mutually reinforcing, underlining the cumulative

advantages of a happy work environment and an effective

PMS. This study adds practical and actionable insights into

industrial projectmanagement system (PMS) complexity to
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the increasing body of knowledge. Thus, corporate leaders

may make better strategic decisions to boost employee en-

gagement and retention. In industrial irms, qualitative and

quantitative data improve performance management con-

ceptually and practically by increasing employee outcomes.

Implications

PMS qualities such as procedural justice, feedback and

counseling, performance planning, distributive justice, and

interactional justice enhance organizational leaders' prac-

tical instructions with qualitative insights. Understanding

these components helps construct PMS programs for in-

dustrial staff needs and talents. Companies may choose

personalizedmanagement training to enhance constructive

criticism, counseling, interpersonal skills, and procedural

and distributive justice. A targeted approach can boost in-

dustrial PMS performance. Executives utilize quantiiable

data about PMS's inluence on employee engagement and

turnover. A sound PerformanceManagement System (PMS)

boosts employee motivation, which may boost morale and

loyalty. Continuous feedback, goal-oriented activities, and

production-speciic recognition are conceivable. Effective

Performance Management Systems (PMS) minimize em-

ployee turnover since they are negatively connected. This

datamay be used to create retention and performanceman-

agement programs that boost employee satisfaction and

loyalty. Themoderation research shows how employee sat-

isfaction and PMS boost employee success, offering a re-

alistic performance management option. Successful PMS,

great workplace, and employee satisfaction may create cas-

cade advantages. This suggests that irms should man-

age personnel holistically, including motivation and attri-

tion. Improved employee satisfaction, work-life balance,

and job health may strengthen a PMS, creating a more pos-

itive workplace culture.

This study enhances industrial performance management

theory. Identifying and conirming PMS components that

substantially affect employee motivation and attrition im-

proves theoretical frameworks. To explain organizational

justice notions, PMS's justice components were thoroughly

examined utilizing qualitative and quantitative methods.

PMS justice issues affect sector-speciic employee out-

comes, contributing to scholarly discourse. This study im-

proves technique using qualitative and quantitative meth-

ods. The qualitative phase fed the quantitative instru-

ment with manufacturing expatriates' subjective experi-

ences. Mixture-methods organizational studies are becom-

ing increasingly popular for their ability to grasp complex

systems fully. Thismethodaids organizational behavior and

performance management academics in understanding or-

ganizational dynamics. In moderation research, ES-PMS in-

teractions confuse motivation and turnover theories. Posi-

tive work environmentsmay lower turnover intentions and

enhance employee engagement by utilizing Performance

Management Systems (PMS), adding to theories on how nu-

merous factors impact employee outcomes. This increases

the understanding of industrial incentive and attrition dy-

namics, providing theoretical options for future research.

Limitations and Future Direction

This study has several limitations despite its beneits. This

acknowledgment opens up prospects for additional re-

search into industrial PMS. First, the study only included ex-

patriates in Hungary, which may limit its application. Even

though this approach was designed to capture a variety

of viewpoints in a given situation, future research should

use a more prominent and representative sample to im-

prove external validity. Local employees' experiences com-

pared to expats may reveal cultural differences that im-

pact PMS perception and eficacy. The research also de-

pends on cross-sectional data, which makes causal corre-

lations challenging to prove. Future research using a lon-

gitudinal methodology might examine PMS, employee mo-

tivation, and attrition over time. This longitudinal method

allows for a more thorough analysis of these connections'

temporal dimensions, revealing how PMS practices affect

employee outcomes over time. It would also enable re-

searchers to study delayed effects and reciprocal interac-

tions between motivation, turnover, and PMS, improving

their knowledge of causative pathways. The research's bias

toward manufacturing raises concerns about its applicabil-

ity to other businesses. PMSmay affect employee outcomes

differently across industries. Thus, further study is needed.

Understanding the contextual aspects that affect perfor-

mancemanagement system success across sectors can help

create sector-speciic and specialized methods. Compar-

ative cross-sector studies help understand PMS in differ-

ent organizational environments. Another issue is self-

reported data, which may be subject to method bias and

social desirability. Future studies include objective perfor-

mance measurements and supervisor assessments to ver-

ify and improve employee self-reports. By including exec-

utive and management viewpoints, qualitative data better

portray PMS implementation and its effects on the irm.

Despite these limits, this study suggests additional research.

Qualitative research can examine PMS components and em-

ployee outcomes' complicated dynamics and organizational

causes. A detailed analysis may reveal contextual factors
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that affect PMS eficacy, clarifying procedures. Individual

traitsmay affect employee PMS reactions in future research.

Culture, personality, PMS, and work values may alter em-

ployee reactions. Understanding PMS effectiveness limits

may help irmsmanage performance for variedworkforces.

Academics may use structural equation modeling using la-

tent variables to relect complex connections. Using con-

temporary analyticalmethods, this strategymayhelp evalu-

ate PMS'smultiple effects on employee results. With chang-

ing technologies and organizational structures, PMS efi-

cacy in distant and virtual work may be studied. Adjusting

PMS to contemporary work arrangements might help irms

adapt to a more dynamic workplace.
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